
See how                     uses documents
A tale to spark your imagination



“A document is a great format for HubSpot to share stories about our brand, our culture, and 
our view on important changes in the industry. Now that we can create these in the context of 

LinkedIn, we’re able to more easily reach an engaged professional audience and encourage 
thoughtful conversations around our content. And that’s our ultimate goal — to encourage 

others to share their ideas and experiences so we can all learn.”

D h a r m e s h  S h a h ,  C o - F o u n d e r  &  C T O ,  H u b S p o t



Your company has a new 
way to talk with your 
followers on LinkedIn 

YOU THEM



You can now share documents on your page



Great! How does it work?



You share a PDF, slides, paper, or report from your page…

… and people can read your document and comment in the feed 

PAPERPDF SLIDES

REPORT



Use documents to share 
your company story  
in a thoughtful and 

engaging way



We’ve been inspired by the way 
HubSpot use documents, so we 

wanted to share it with you…



…in case you needed inspiration too



HubSpot uses documents to 
give us a behind-the-scenes 
look at their company 



The HubSpot Culture Code 
gives us a sense of their 
unique culture and values



The HubSpot Customer 
Code walks through their 

philosophy on putting 
their customers first



These documents bring the  
HubSpot brand to life!



Giving us a good idea of who HubSpot is, as…

an organization a business partner

or an employer



HubSpot uses documents to help people:  
customers, employees, or anyone who would benefit from what they know



Remember that you are speaking with a person — what would 
you say if they were in front of you?

Documents can be conversational



Use documents to bring data to life in a visual format and 
make a lot of information easier to understand

Documents can be engaging



In addition to sharing 
knowledge, these 
documents drive results  
for HubSpot 



HubSpot’s code decks are some of the 
most viewed documents out there

4.2M views 
Since 2013

115K views 
Since 2018



HubSpot uses documents to have 
engaging conversations on and offline

on LinkedIn on SlideShare at Events in blog posts



This is why we’re excited to 
bring documents to your 
LinkedIn page—so you have 
another way to talk with 
people who care about 
what you have to say.



What does your company want to say with a document? 



Happy documenting  :)


